ABSTRACT. In this paper, a Green's matrix function for higher order two point boundary value differential matrix problems is constructed. By using the concept of rectangular co-solution of certain algebraic matrix equation associated to the problem, an existence condition as well as an explicit closed form expression for the solution of possibly not well-posed boundary value problems is given avoiding the increase of the problem dimension.
This classlcal approach has the inconvenience of the lack of expllcltness due to the relatlonship X(t) Results of [7] are based on the existence of an appropriate pair of solutions of the characteristic algebraic matrix equation
(1.4) o Unfortunately, equation (1.4) may be unsolvable [6] and in such case, the method given in [7] is not available.
The aim of this paper is to study an existence condition for the solution of problem (1.1) as well as an explicit expression of a solution of the problem in terms of a generalized Green's matrix function G(t,s}, taking advantage, of the ideas developed in [7] Let X(t) be defined by
fCs} ds + Get,s} fCs} ds.
t Taking derivatives and using the LeIbniz' rule, we have
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